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Questions about facilities design abound in discussion groups. Will media centers, as we know them, be built
twenty years from now?  Will trends of classroom and mobile technology make physical space irrelevant?
Continuing and rapid changes in program staffing, program delivery and technology are a given; making it
challenging to design a facility to meet future program needs.

Above all, what is needed is not to just think about a place, but about multi-faceted environments planned to support
a range of activities.  Media Centers, increasingly described as “a learning commons” must have multiple teaching
& learning” spaces to accommodate large and small groups and individuals. Nowhere else in the school is there a
place that potentially supports all students and curriculum in such a significant and varied way. Planning must be
done with flexibility and potential reconfiguration in mind as needs change. The physical design of the facility
shapes and may also limit the program’s direction and delivery.

The Value of Hindsight. Hindsight, both the “what works” and the “we should have” types, about new facilities I
was privileged to be involved in planning offers much to think about.  The media centers my school district built in
the first decade of this century are beautiful and well used. They are functional and should serve students well for
many years.  Knowing that change is a given, how long is “many years?”   Media specialists and others planning
new facilities have much to consider.

Convenient access and a welcoming environment make my district’s new media centers places that students and
staff want to be. They are inviting, open, comfortable, and safe gathering places as well as the information and “go
to” centers for the school. Central location remains crucial even as virtual access and classroom technology
increases. A new k-4 media center would have been built less expensively in a less convenient location if some
arguments had prevailed. Recommendation: Don’t assume planners fully understand the necessity and central
locations and amenities. Bring that concept to all planning sessions.

Natural light is essential to a welcoming atmosphere. Views to the outside add to the inviting atmosphere of
secondary feasibilities. A hardwood floors and soft seating by tall glass windows create a “living room” area for
relaxing, reading or using laptops in the senior high media center.  Views into one media center from the school
commons and surrounding hallways offer a peek at good things happening on the other side of the glass. An angled,
glass entry into a sunny foyer with soft seating says, “please enter” to customers visiting an elementary media
center. A sunny conference room adjacent to the cozy space is well used  (and loved) by teachers and students.

Multipurpose rooms in both new secondary facilities provide “in demand” spaces for instruction, laptop use, and
special events for the school community. The flexible nature of these multipurpose rooms adds a huge value to not
only the physical space of the media center but to the level of program delivery and interaction with the learning
community. Both are also used by outside groups, a nice PR tool for the media program. Recommendation:  Don’t
assume others will understand the necessity and value in these spaces that add to design and building costs. Be
prepared to explain the “why” in writing. It took some effort to convince decision makers that a conference room
belonged in an elementary facility and other efforts to convince people the multipurpose rooms should never be used
as a classroom.   Some staff questioned the hardwood floors, bistro tables and extensive soft seating area, not
realizing we wanted a coffee shop look. Natural light is not just for the atmosphere; it is necessary. Interior rooms
should provide views both into the central part of the media center and to the outside.  Argue for adequate lighting
as well; one new facility lacks adequate lighting in one area, a situation that justifiably is a source of frequent
complaints.

A feature in a secondary media center is a staff workroom containing frequently used equipment and a recreational
reading collection that increases media staff/teacher interaction.  Adequate storage for technology and audiovisual
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supplies in all new facilities also brings staff in to the media center. (Even better would have been staff mailboxes
and the school’s central office adjacent to the media center, a definite plus we saw in one school we visited.)
Recommendation: Build a reason for staff to the media center on a regular basis into the facility.

A Technology Connection and Open Design. Media centers should be places students and faculty is connected to
a wide-variety of technology. There must be enough technology so that every student has access technology for both
finding and producing information. Even in a 1:1 school, students need an area where they can go to get help using
the media or a place to use it. Computer labs are integral to program delivery and to the design of our new media
centers. Secondary facilities have three; elementary facilities have one. All media centers have additional computers
throughout the spaces.

Secondary labs open to the rest of the media center not separated by a wall or door. The open design is conducive to
a transparent information environment and fostering opportunities for media staff to be involved with student
learning.  A U-shaped lab in one elementary media center is most ideally suited for instruction and collaboration
between students. A classroom style lab in an adjacent but separate room in another elementary media center is the
least convenient and conducive to 21st century learning.   (In an older school an appropriately named “team lab” was
specifically designed to encourage and collaborative student work with groups of 5 students working at oval shaped
tables).   Avoid built in computer tables and seating that cannot be reconfigured. Seating spaces should be large
enough to accommodate simultaneous use of technology and print resources.  Secondary labs that accommodate 32
students quickly became too small as class size increased or when a computer failed. We requested larger spaces,
but costs dictated size.  However, the open design accommodates students using laptops or desktops nearby.
Recommendation: Labs or adequate spaces for students to use wireless laptops or mobile technology are not always
part of media center design. Neither is optional even if other labs exist in the school.

Anticipate the Future. An important question about print:  Architects repeatedly asked, “How many books do you
have? How many students need to sit at tables?”  We knew what we had, we knew senior high collection size was
decreasing, but just how much smaller a new collection would be was difficult to predict.  It did not take us long to
realize that some of the money spent on shelving should have been used to create unique spaces and displays.
Consider future collection size thoroughly. How much will be discarded prior to the move to a new facility?   How
much longer will print reference collections be needed? How can print materials best be displayed to appeal to
students, especially secondary students?  Purchase shelving and seating that can be rearranged and reconfigured as
needs change.   Table seating should accommodate students using both print and technology. Square tables that seat
four are “cozier” and more patrons friendly than rectangular tables that seat six or eight.  Include adult seating in
elementary media centers to accommodate teachers working with students or faculty meetings.

A puzzling question: “Why do you need electricity in a library?” Yes, someone asked. Recommendation: Don’t over
estimate what people know or understand. Give up something else if you must so you have enough outlets for future
technology or even enough places to plug in battery chargers or a piece of equipment needing a new bulb. Place
outlets throughout the media center and heavily in circulation and storage areas. You can never have too many
outlets!

All-Inclusive Design Teams. If only . . . Media staff were extensively involved in planning our new facilities;
teachers and supportive community members were part of the design teams. We toured numerous new facilities for
ideas. In one situation, teachers were overwhelmed by a facility far different than their own experience and ideas.  In
retrospect, the missing members of our planning group were true “outsiders” who would see things through a
broader lens to help shape a develop a vision of possibilities.

We should have requested to use a portion of the generous collection development funding at the senior high for staff
development. In some situations, staff unaccustomed to improved access and collections, were unprepared to take
advantage of what was now available.  Hindsight says we should have submitted our request for staff development
repeatedly, requesting it as part of building costs.

How can media specialists planning new facilities bridge the gap between current realities and the future? The
investment made in facilities justifies media specialist involvement throughout the entire decision-making process.
This does not always happen. Visit other facilities including some that are designed with the future in mind.  Visit
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university and public libraries.  Think differently.  Explore forward-thinking design ideas.  A few ideas are listed
below.

Examine planning guides like the thorough checklist in Administering The School Library Media Center (Morris,
2010) The practical checklist of exemplary, advanced and basic physical spaces; resources and program delivery
will get you thinking. Examine and question each of the services, design considerations and technology
infrastructure needs listed in the guide and project into the future. Work with other people, including outsiders, to
brainstorm the future.

For example, consider traditionally common and important spaces, circulation, reference, and storage. With print
reference declining in use, might it be possible to combine these areas for efficiency and convenience? Will a lot of
space be needed for book trucks and materials check out?  Or can the spaces be repurposed? Will periodical storage
and audiovisual software is necessary in the future? Will all software be replaced by downloads? Will there be a
continuing need to store large pieces of hardware? How much space will be needed to store mobile technology and
peripherals?

Many districts have built new media centers in recent years; others are planning new construction.  Will the
significant investments pay off in student achievement?   Will these facilities be maintained, updated and enhanced
in this era of budget decline and considerably fewer media specialists?   There’s much to consider in a time of
technological and educational change.
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